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The Sa Huynh culture, which spread over Central Vietnam during the early Metal Age, is generally associated with an Austronesian-speaking (Chamic) population. Solheim advocated the close similarity between pottery found at the Kalanay Cave in Masbate, Central Philippines, and the Sa Huynh culture in Central Vietnam. However, based on our recent archaeological research, Kalanay-type pottery is actually a feature of the jar burials at the Hoa Diem site that probably postdates Sa Huynh cultural sites. Solheim also found strikingly similar pottery from Samui Island in Southern Thailand that is quite different from Sa Huynh. The absence of a specific type of earring called lingling-o at Hoa Diem and Kalanay also suggests a chronological gap from the Sa Huynh culture. A bio-anthropological analysis of the Hoa Diem skeletons is consistent with a close affinity to insular Southeast Asians, suggesting long-distance cultural interaction and/or the demographic movement of Austronesian speakers across the South China Sea in the 1st and 2nd centuries AD.

Introduction

A focal point of Southeast Asian archaeology and anthropology has been the reconstruction of prehistoric maritime links. In prehistoric times, this area witnessed human migrations and movements that often involved major sea crossings. As Bellwood and Glover (2004: 5) described, ‘Southeast Asia did not witness any truly independent development of early agriculture, urban civilisation, or literacy, but it did witness the oldest recorded maritime voyages by humans’.

Pleistocene seafarers could cross large expanses of open sea, as evidenced by the movement of early anatomically modern humans across Wallacea to Australia as far back as 50,000 years ago. Much later, Austronesian speakers (referred to simply as Austronesians from here on) based in Island Southeast Asia (ISEA) colonised the far-flung islands of the Indian Ocean and Oceania from Madagascar in the west to Easter Island in the east. Blust (1984–1985, 1996) and Bellwood (1997) reconstructed the overall linguistic and archaeological dispersal of Austronesians. A hypothesis on the homeland of Austronesian languages and the process of their dispersal was initially proposed by linguists and has significantly influenced the prehistoric archaeology of these regions. Bellwood has been working on verifying this hypothesis through archaeology and trying to reconstruct a complete history of the Austronesian dispersal that took place in various stages between 5,000 and 1,000 years ago (Bellwood 1997, 2004, 2005; Bellwood and Dizon 2005, 2008). His work suggests that the ancestors of the Austronesians originated in Southern China,
and travelled to Taiwan – taking rice farming with them – probably by 5000 BP. Excavations on the Batanes Islands lying between Taiwan and Luzon identified possible evidence for the initial Neolithic dispersal out of Taiwan into the Northern Philippines by around 4000 BP (Bellwood and Dizon 2005, 2008, 2013). These Austronesians then proceeded to migrate south and east through the rest of the Philippine archipelago and into Sulawesi and Borneo before dispersing across the rest of ISEA and the Pacific.

Based on the linguistic work of Blust (1995), Bellwood described a branch of the Austronesian dispersal crossing over the South China Sea from Western Borneo to Vietnam around 2300 BP, perhaps made by people who spoke a language ancestral to Chamic (Bellwood 1997: 120–121). Chamic is actually the only Austronesian language spoken in Mainland Southeast Asia, being the language of the Chams, as well as some mountain dwellers presently living in Southern Vietnam and Cambodia.

Figure 19.1 Locality map of sites relating to this chapter. Circle: Distribution sphere of the Sa Huynh culture in Vietnam.
(1) Lai Nghi, Hau Xa, An Bang, Go Ma Voi, Binh Yen; (2) Sa Huynh, Long Thanh; (3) Hoa Diem; (4) Giong Ca Vo; (5) Samui; (6) Khao Sam Kaeo; (7) Tabon; (8) Kalanay; (9) Dong Son.
Source: M. Yamagata.
Bellwood thus inferred that the Iron Age Sa Huynh culture in Central Vietnam (Figure 19.1) was associated with an Austronesian-speaking (Chamic) population that had arrived in that region from either Peninsular Malaysia or Borneo, as documented archaeologically by the Sa Huynh culture itself (Bellwood 1997: 271–272).

A unique characteristic of the Sa Huynh culture is its mortuary customs, with lidded jar burials (Figure 19.2). These are associated with funerary accessory goods, such as pottery, iron and bronze implements, and earrings and beads made of agate, carnelian, jade (nephrite), and glass (see Nguyen Kim Dung, Chapter 18, this volume). The Sa Huynh cemeteries are often found on sand dunes extending along coasts or rivers on the alluvial plains. Although the Sa Huynh culture is recognised as having possibly fallen into decline in the latter half of the first century AD, the timing of its emergence still remains uncertain (Yamagata 2007a). Vietnamese archaeologists consider Champa to have emerged indigenously from local Sa Huynh (Ha 1999: 341), and that Sa Huynh populations like their Champa successors were Austronesian speakers (Ha 1984–1985).

Solheim (1984–1985, 1992, 2002, 2006) proposed a different scenario from that of Bellwood with regards to the movements of Austronesians. Solheim (2006: 60) initially coined the term ‘Nusantao’ or ‘people of the south islands’ to encompass speakers of Austronesian languages, but later used it to refer to a ‘maritime-oriented trading people probably speaking an Austronesian language’. He maps the prehistoric networks of boat trading people, which he calls the Nusantao Maritime Trading and Communication Networks, extending from ISEA westward to Madagascar, northward to Korea and Japan, and eastward across the Pacific as far as Easter Island. His scenario of global-scale maritime culture evidenced through the widespread distribution of Nusantao in Southeast Asia is to some degree dependent on the accuracy of his identification of the ‘Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition’ (Solheim 1992: 201). This hypothesis developed...
following his excavations at Kalanay Cave in the Central Philippines in the early 1950s (Solheim 1957, 1959a, 1959b) where he found pottery forms and decoration closely resembling those recovered from Sa Huynh cultural sites in Central Vietnam (Solheim 1964, 1967). Thus, the external affinities of the Iron Age Sa Huynh culture should predominantly lie with the Central Philippines, according to Solheim’s framework, rather than with Borneo or Peninsular Malaysia as proposed by Bellwood.

Since the end of the Vietnam War in 1975, a series of excavations have revealed more Sa Huynh culture sites, and the new findings have generated a more comprehensive framework for defining the Sa Huynh. Nonetheless, many researchers still tend to classify the pottery unearthed from any Iron Age site in Central and Southern Vietnam as ‘Sa Huynh’, despite considerable interregional dissimilarities. Given this variation, we need to refer to the ‘Sa Huynh’ culture more definitively in a typological sense to explore the internal and external connections of Iron Age Central Vietnam with surrounding areas in Southeast Asia.

The purpose of this paper is to review the Austronesian hypotheses as they relate to human movements across the South China Sea based on recent archaeological and anthropological discoveries from Iron Age sites in Central Vietnam. In particular, we challenge Solheim’s scenario of the ‘Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition’ through comparative analysis of the two ceramic vessel types, and through our investigations of the jar burials from the site of Hoa Diem in Vietnam. The cultural and skeletal remains recovered from this Iron Age site help to refine the parameters of what is correctly assigned to ‘Sa Huynh’.

What is the ‘Sa Huynh’ culture?

‘Pre-Sa Huynh’ period

Jar burials are the most diagnostic mortuary custom practised by societies belonging to the Sa Huynh culture during the Iron Age in Central Vietnam. Two ‘pre-Sa Huynh’ phases are recognised in Vietnamese archaeology: the Long Thanh and Binh Chau phases. The assemblages from these two phases are thought to be related ancestrally to the Sa Huynh culture (Chu and Dao 1978; Vu 1991; Ha 1999).

The site yielding the oldest jar burials found to date in Vietnam is Long Thanh, the late Neolithic cemetery situated near the Sa Huynh site. The site is located on a sand bank facing the South China Sea. In total, 15 jar burials and one pit burial with associated burial offerings were first uncovered during excavations in 1976 and 1978 (Chu and Dao 1978). The burials were associated with stone earrings with slits or four projections, bamboo-like shaped beads, and vessels with ringed feet. Radiocarbon determinations using charcoal indicate dates of 3370±40 or 3752–3599/3587–3533 cal. BP (86.8 per cent/8.6 per cent; Bln-1972) and 2875±60 or 3227–2902 cal. BP (95.4 per cent; Bln-2096; all dates herein are calibrated using OxCal 4.2 IntCal.13 (Bronk Ramsey 2014)). Another pre-Sa Huynh site is Binh Chau, located on a sand dune near the mouth of the Tra Khuc River in Quang Ngai Province that was discovered after Long Thanh. Excavation in 1978 uncovered seven pit burials associated with pottery vessels, C-shaped clay earrings, and bronze implements (Ngo 1980). Another site thought to belong to the Binh Chau phase is Xom Oc, located on Ly Son Island about 30 km northeast of the Tra Khuc River mouth, and excavated in 1997. Jar and pit burials were uncovered, associated with pottery vessels, shells, shell beads, and a bronze arrowhead (Pham 2000). The Binh Chau phase is generally regarded in Vietnamese archaeology as the immediate ancestor of the Sa Huynh culture.
Pre-Sa Huynh sites have been discovered in the highlands as well. Lung Leng, located in Kon Tum Province in the western highlands of Central Vietnam, was intensively excavated in 1999 and 2001. A total excavated area of 15,000 m² yielded 205 jar burials, some of which belong to the Neolithic period (V.L. Bui 2005). This evidence at Lung Leng led some Vietnamese archaeologists to suspect that the jar-burial tradition had originated in the highlands and then extended eastward to the coastal areas. It assimilated aspects of the existing local cultures and developed into the Long Thanh phase, and eventually the Sa Huynh culture (Ha 1999; K.S. Nguyen 2005, 2010).

Vietnamese archaeologists have thus ascribed the ultimate ancestors of the Sa Huynh culture to several local cultures of the pre-Metal period such as Xom Con, a shell midden located along Cam Ranh Bay in Khanh Hoa Province. This site has been regarded as typical of the first ‘pre-Sa Huynh’ phase, dating back to the latter half of the fourth millennium BP (C.B. Nguyen et al. 1993; Ha 1999; Lam 2011). However, the ultimate origins of the Sa Huynh culture and its mortuary customs remain unresolved.

**Defining the Sa Huynh culture**

The first Sa Huynh culture site was identified in 1909, when a French customs officer, Vinet, discovered several jar burials with some artefacts on the sand dune of Long Thanh. The Sa Huynh Site was excavated in 1923 by Labarre, and the findings were reported by Henri Parmentier (1925). During the 1930s, two notable archaeologists, Madeleine Colani and Olov Janse, conducted excavations on the same sand dune as Sa Huynh and Long Thanh, respectively (Colani 1937; Janse 1941). After the 1930s, the Sa Huynh sites received little attention from archaeologists due to World War II. It was only in the 1950s with Malleret and Solheim’s investigations into the Sa Huynh culture that research was revived (Malleret 1959; Solheim 1959a, 1959b, 1959c). During the 1960s and early 1970s, French and Vietnamese archaeologists clarified the existence of jar burials along the Dong Nai River valley (Saurin 1973; Fontaine 1972; Fontaine and T.T. Hoang 1975). The Dong Nai discoveries extended the known geographic distribution of Sa Huynh culture sites south into Southeastern Vietnam.

Since the end of the Vietnam War in 1975, a large number of Sa Huynh sites have been discovered and excavated in Central Vietnam. These include Tam My, Phu Hoa, Bau Tram, Dai Lanh, Que Loc, Tabhing, Go Ma Voi, Lai Nghi, Hau Xa, An Bang, Go Dua, Binh Yen, Thach Bich, and Tien Lanh in Quang Nam (So Van Hoa Thong Tin Quang Nam – Da Nang 1985; Lam 1998, 2009; Lam et al. 2001; Reinecke et al. 2002; C.T. Nguyen et al. 2004; C.H. Bui and Yamagata 2004); Long Thanh, Binh Chau, Xom Oc, and Go Que in Quang Ngai (Chu and Dao 1978; Ngo1980; Pham 2000; Doan 2002, 2012); Dong Cuom in Binh Dinh (Dinh 2002; Pham 2004); and Con Rang and Con Dai in Thua Thien Hue (V.L. Bui et al. 2008). Furthermore, archaeological sites with numerous jar burials were also excavated in the southeastern part of Vietnam, represented by Giong Ca Vo and Giong Phet in the Can Gio District, Ho Chi Minh City (Dang and Vu 1997; Dang et al. 1998). Results of these excavations shed significant light on the Sa Huynh culture, drawing special attention to the diagnostic mortuary customs using burial jars and associated funerary goods.

Typical burial vessels of the Sa Huynh culture consist of cylindrical or egg-shaped jars with hat-shaped lids (Figure 19.2), buried vertically in the ground with grave goods. In addition to burial jars and lids, pottery vessels of the Sa Huynh culture include small jars, deep jars and shallow bowls (all of which may have pedestals), jars with wide or constricted necks, bowls, and so-called lamps (Yamagata 2009). Decorations also vary, including cord-marked impressions, incised triangular or rectangular designs filled with diagonal incised lines, paired incised lines interspersed with punctuations, coloured bands bound with paired incised lines, and horizontal V
or triangular motifs of impressions made by the crenulated edge of a seashell (T.Q. Hoang 2010; Ishii 2010; Yamagata 2010). These crenulated impressions are most common among pottery of the Sa Huynh culture. These characteristic forms and decorations of Sa Huynh pottery were first presented by Parmentier (1925).

The Sa Huynh culture in the Thu Bon River valley in Quang Nam may be divided into two phases, provisionally labelled I and II by the author (MY) (Yamagata 2006, 2009, 2010). Representative sites for Phase I include Binh Yen H1 (excavation pit No. 1), Thach Binh and Go Ma Voi, while representative sites for Phase II include Binh Yen H2 and Go Dua. The differences between Phase I and II include the type of burial jars (I: egg-shaped, II: cylindrical), form and decoration of pottery (I: diverse, II: less diverse), number and type of metal objects (I: more bronze implements, II: more iron implements with a few bronze bowls and mirrors), and number of beads (increasing in II).

The Sa Huynh culture declined during the first century AD, and soon afterwards, probably in the early second century AD, the Tra Kieu and Go Cam sites were settled (K.D. Nguyen 2005; Yamagata 2007b, 2011). Neither is a burial site of the Sa Huynh culture, and Tra Kieu is generally identified as the capital of the early polity of Linyi (Champa). The indigenous society associated with the Sa Huynh culture must have been involved in the prosperous Nanhai trade connecting India and China, but at the same time was confronted by the southward expansion of the Han (Yamagata 2007b). Some jar burials of the final Phase II at the Binh Yen, Go Dua and Lai Nghi sites contained Western Han bronze mirrors (Yamagata et al. 2001).

Based on the burial jars and lids produced locally, a cylindrical or egg-shaped jar often associated with a hat-shaped lid is the most specific material for defining the Sa Huynh culture, as proposed elsewhere (Yamagata 2007a, 2010, 2013; Suzuki 2011). Given this definition, the range of the Sa Huynh culture extended from Hue in the north, in a southerly direction to Nha Trang as far as the coastal regions of Central Vietnam (Yamagata 2011, 2013; Figure 19.1).

This geographically restricted perspective on the Sa Huynh cultural sphere is shared by only a few Vietnamese archaeologists (e.g. C.H. Bui 2009). Most would also include Iron Age sites associated with jar burials in Dong Nai and Ho Chi Minh City (Ha 1983; Vu 1991; Lam 2011). Dividing Sa Huynh spatially into closely associated Northern and Southern Sa Huynh cultures has been proposed by Lam (2011).

**Pottery vessels of the Sa Huynh culture**

Considering the large sample of Sa Huynh pottery vessels, we are now in a position to critique earlier uses of the concept of ‘Sa Huynh’. For instance, pottery locally referred to as ‘binh kieu Sa Huynh’ (Sa Huynh-type vase) unearthed from Giong Ca Vo in Ho Chi Minh City (Dang et al. 1998: 163) displays a quite distinct shape. These pottery vessels have an everted rim, constricted neck, sharply angled body, and a short ring-foot. Although the excavators designate vessels characterised by these specific features as ‘Sa Huynh type’, such characteristics are in fact rarely seen among pottery of the Sa Huynh culture in Central Vietnam. Concerning curvilinear or rectangular scrolls and triangles decorated on ‘binh kieu Sa Huynh’, some vessels of the Sa Huynh culture also bear those patterns, but only a small proportion. In the opinion of the author (MY), for the purposes of defining Sa Huynh pottery, more attention should be given to the noi (in Vietnamese) forms and associated decorations that constitute the modal expression, rather than assuming Sa Huynh affiliation through incidental similarities.
The strong presence of *noi*, a Vietnamese term for a jar with a wide or constricted neck (Figure 19.3) can be illustrated by the following examples. From Phase I of the Go Ma Voi site, mentioned above, 86 (40 per cent) of the 215 pottery vessels are *noi*, whilst another 35 (16 per cent) pottery forms are shallow bowls with pedestals commonly known as *mam bong* or *bat bong* (Reinecke et al. 2002). Of the 125 vessels from four sites in Hoi An, 68 (54.4 per cent) were identified as *noi* and 30 (24.0 per cent) as *bat bong* (Tran et al. 2004). Likewise, at Con Rang in Hue, 354 funerary accessory pottery vessels were uncovered, 115 (32.5 per cent) of which were *noi*, and 89 (24.0 per cent) as *binh*, jars with pedestals (V.L. Bui et al. 2008). Although these figures are open to influence by the criteria used to classify the pottery at each site, the modal category of Sa Huynh pottery is definitely *noi* (Ishii 2010; Yamagata 2013). Various decorations such as cord-marked impressions, impressions of a shell edge forming triangles, horizontal V or semi-circular patterns, incised triangular or rectangular designs with diagonal incised lines, paired incised lines interspersed with punctuations, and coloured bands bound with paired incised lines are commonly displayed on Sa Huynh *noi* pottery.

The pottery of Phase II, the final stage (first century BC to the first century AD) of the Sa Huynh culture in Quang Nam, shows differences in form and decoration. At the Binh Yen site H2 trench, 35 vessels were associated with seven jar burials: 21 were bowls and shallow bowls, six were small jars, and just six could be classified as *noi*. Cord-marked impressions predominate, and red and black colouring is applied to some vessels. Only two jars with foot stands bear simple incised triangles (C.H. Bui and Yamagata 2004; Yamagata 2006).

In characterising the pottery of the Sa Huynh culture, the modal category of *noi* should be emphasised, instead of regarding vessel forms that are more decorative and distinctive but fewer in number as representative of this culture.

**Sa Huynh and Kalanay: Solheim’s idea revised**

Solheim’s ponderings on the ‘Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition’ led his thinking towards a hypothesis of extensive maritime networks established by boat traders named the Nusantao Maritime Trading and Communication Networks (Solheim 1984–1985, 2006). This scenario includes four lobes of trade and communication covering a very broad area and timeframe. The Northern Lobe extended across Taiwan, Fujian, and coastal China northward to coastal Korea and the Japanese archipelago. The Eastern Lobe extended from the Moluccas in Eastern Indonesia, to the Bismarcks in Northwestern Melanesia, and across the Pacific to Easter Island.
The Western Lobe encompassed Malaysia and Western Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India and the far eastern coast of Africa, including Madagascar. The Central Lobe included eastern coastal areas of Vietnam, Southern China, and the Philippines. The Nusantao traders originated in Wallacea around 12,000 BP and developed a Pre-Austronesian language for trade communication. The network of the late Central Lobe then formed with the development of the Austronesian language, the traders’ *lingua franca*, before 7000 BP.

In the scenario of Solheim's trading networks, the 'Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition' extended from eastern coastal Southeast Asia to insular Southeast Asia between approximately 2500 BP and 1000 BP. Solheim hypothesised that the origin and spread of the 'Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition' was through the agency of the Nusantao boat trading people, although not all of them made or used pottery of that tradition (Solheim 2002).

Based on his analysis of the pottery found in Kalanay Cave, which he excavated in 1951 and 1953, and of other collections in the Central Philippines, Solheim (1957, 1959b, 2002) proposed recognition of the 'Kalanay Pottery Complex' for a group of related pottery styles. In his comparison of the Kalanay Pottery Complex with the ceramic assemblage of the Sa Huynh site reported by Parmentier (1925), he concluded that a close similarity between the two ceramic traditions existed. Furthermore, he found a close cultural affiliation among local pottery complexes widely distributed throughout Island Southeast Asia (e.g. Niah Great Cave in Western Borneo and Gua Cha in Peninsular Malaysia). His observation of these pottery complexes led him to hypothesise that they were all part of a single pottery tradition that arrived at widespread locations through trading and movement of people (Solheim 1959c: 186). The concept of the Kalanay Pottery Complex thus developed into the notion of the 'Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition' made up of pottery complexes related to each other.

Solheim defined the following motifs as most specific in the Kalanay Pottery Complex (Solheim 2002):

1. Paired diagonals and borders.
2. Curvilinear scrolls and triangles.
3. Rectangular scrolls and triangles.
4. Emphasised punctuation field or dashes separated by incised lines.
5. Crenulations impressed with a shell edge.
6. Impressed or carved 'scallop' design.
7. Carved cutouts in ring stands.

More recent studies have shown that among these, decorations 2, 4, 5 and 7 are present on Sa Huynh pottery vessels, whilst the others are rarely seen or absent. In particular, decoration 6, which Solheim considers to be most diagnostic of the Kalanay Pottery Complex, is absent amongst Sa Huynh pottery. In addition, the Kalanay Pottery Complex lacks any cord-mark impressions that frequently appeared on Sa Huynh vessels.

The incised rectangular scrolls (motif 3) are occasionally seen on burial lids of the Sa Huynh culture, but in fact appear infrequently on funerary accessory pottery. Also, the nominal similarity between Sa Huynh and Kalanay pottery on their crenulated impressions made with a shell edge (motif 5) need not reflect true correspondence. These are very common on Sa Huynh but the actual shell-impressed decorations are different from those of the Kalanay Pottery Complex.
Thus, dissimilarities in pottery style and decoration show that Sa Huynh is not related to the Kalanay Pottery Complex. Instead, and importantly, there is remarkable similarity between Kalanay pottery and the pottery from another site called Hoa Diem in Central Vietnam that has a cultural assemblage that is not assigned to Sa Huynh.

Hoa Diem: Jar burials left by immigrants from the Philippines?

The Hoa Diem site is situated on the floodplain around Cam Ranh Bay, within the administrative district of Cam Ranh city, Khanh Hoa Province in Central Vietnam (Figure 19.1). The site is only about 400 m from the coastline. It was discovered during a reconnaissance survey by the Vietnam Institute of Archaeology in 1998, which then undertook excavations in 1999 and 2002 with the Khanh Hoa Provincial Museum (V.L. Bui et al. 2005).

What especially interested the author (MY) and her Vietnamese colleagues Bui Chi Hoang and Nguyen Kim Dung was the spherical type of burial jars used at Hoa Diem (Figure 19.4). These are distinct from cylindrical or egg-shaped burial jars commonly used within the Sa Huynh culture. Moreover, funerary accessory pottery vessels found at Hoa Diem differ significantly from those found with Sa Huynh jar burials, despite Hoa Diem's locality adjacent to the distribution area of the Sa Huynh culture. Most notable is the striking similarities of the pottery from Hoa Diem with the pottery at Kalanay Cave, Masbate Island in the Central Philippines, excavated by Solheim (1957, 1959a, 1959b) (Figure 19.5). Just as intriguingly, similar vessels are reported by Solheim (1964) to have been found on Ko Din Island near Ko Samui, Southern Thailand. Thus, Hoa Diem may be regarded as a potential site for convincing evidence supporting human movements across the South China Sea during the Iron Age.

Figure 19.4 A spherical burial jar uncovered from the site of Hoa Diem (Burial No. 07HDH1M6, max diameter: 55–59 cm; height: 42.6 cm).

Source: M. Yamagata.
Figure 19.5 Burial jars (left) and lid (right, a pedestal vessel laid upside down upon the jar) decorated with the impression of a shell edge uncovered from Hoa Diem (Burial No. 07HDH1M14, height of jar: 27.1 cm; height of lid: 23.5 cm).
Source: M. Yamagata.

Figure 19.6 Pottery from Kalanay (7–9), Hoa Diem (4–6), Samui (1–3). Rim diameter: 4. 10.2 cm; 5. 15.0 cm; 6. 20.2 cm. Size unknown; 1–3, 7–9.
Sources: 1–3, 7–9 adapted from Solheim (1992), reproduced with the permission of White Lotus Press; 4–6 adapted from Yamagata et al. (2013), reproduced with the permission of Showa Women’s University Institute of International Culture.
To undertake a more extensive investigation of Hoa Diem, especially regarding pottery and human remains, an international team of Vietnamese and Japanese archaeologists and physical anthropologists from the Southern Institute of Social Sciences, Vietnam Institute of Archaeology, Khanh Hoa Provincial Museum, and Japan conducted excavations in 2007 and 2010 (C.H. Bui et al. 2010; Yamagata et al. 2013). In 2007, a pit covering 48 m² produced 21 skeletons from 13 jar burials and two extended burials. In 2010, a further six individuals from five jar burials were recovered from a total 21 m² of excavation, and four more jar burials were identified in two test pits of a total of 15 m². All these excavation trenches were located within the area of the site known as Hoa Diem 1. Approximately 200 m to the southeast of Hoa Diem 1, two extended inhumations were found in a small test pit at Hoa Diem 2 (Yamagata et al. 2013). Besides this international project, in 2011 the National Museum of Vietnamese History conducted another excavation at Hoa Diem 1, covering an area of 51.5 m² that yielded another 26 jar burials (Le and Dinh 2013).

At Hoa Diem, most burial jars have spherical bodies (Figure 19.4). As well, one burial jar has an incised and impressed pattern on its body and rim, associated with a knobbed lid and painted patterns. Another two burial jars were decorated with impressions made with the edge of a seashell, and the pedestal vessels serve as lids that also bear the same decoration (Figure 19.5). The spherical jars are similar to those of Giong Ca Vo in Ho Chi Minh City, but other types of burial jars and lids have never been encountered before. They are completely different from those found at Sa Huynh culture sites in Central Vietnam. Many mortuary accessory pottery vessels found in these new excavations again show close affinities with the Kalanay Pottery Complex in Central Philippines (Figure 19.5). These vessels include:

1. Jars with incised parallel diagonals and borders. Some of them bear impressed ‘scallops’ designs at an angle around the body.
2. Shallow bowls with impressions of a shell edge. Most of them bear impressed ‘scallops’ designs at an angle around the body.
3. Shallow bowls with ring stand, and carved cutouts.

All of these are regarded as diagnostic characteristics of the Kalanay Pottery Complex (Figure 19.7, top and middle). Apart from these remains, a jar with eight projections like breasts and nipples is also notable at Hoa Diem (Figure 19.7, bottom). This is a type of pottery decoration that has never been discovered in Vietnam before. Interestingly, similar vessels with nipples were found on Siquijor Island in the Central Philippines (Solheim 2002: Plate 15).

Moreover, other kinds of grave goods such as beads and iron tools exhibit characteristics distinctive from those of the Sa Huynh culture. The absence of the most common earring type found in Sa Huynh burials, the lingling-o, from Hoa Diem also distinguishes the two burial traditions. Given these observations, the burial assemblage of Hoa Diem shows greater affinity with those of distant Kalanay than it does with neighbouring Sa Huynh.

A typological study of the Kalanay Pottery Complex by Tanaka (1987) divides the complex into two phases: earlier and later. The Hoa Diem complex is apparently affiliated with the later phase. Furthermore, most recent surveys done by a joint French/Thai team have discovered the Kalanay-type pottery sherds at several sites along the Isthmus of Kra in Peninsula Thailand (Favereau 2015).
Figure 19.7 Funerary accessory pottery vessels found at Hoa Diem (top: height 9.5 cm with rim diameter of 9.4 cm (outer); middle: height 4.7 cm with rim diameter of 12.5 cm; and bottom: height 15.6 cm with rim diameter of 15.1 cm).

Source: M. Yamagata.
Considering these material differences, two possible factors could explain the lack of cultural relationship between Hoa Diem and Sa Huynh: chronological separation; and cultural, social or perhaps ethnic differences between the two populations. Based on the comparative study of the material culture, the Hoa Diem cemetery with Kalanay-type pottery most likely dates from the second and third centuries AD. Thus, the authors consider temporal difference to be the most parsimonious explanation for variations in the material culture exhibited by Sa Huynh and Hoa Diem (Yamagata et al. 2013: 29–30), although the two explanations mentioned above may not be mutually exclusive. The Hoa Diem cemetery with Kalanay-type pottery was possibly in use shortly after the decline of Sa Huynh. It is then during the latter/end of Sa Huynh that a clear connection finally emerged between the Iron Age populations of the Central Philippines, Central Vietnam and Southern Thailand.

**Origin of the Hoa Diem people: Bio-anthropological perspectives**

From all the seasons of excavation, 49 human skeletons were recorded at Hoa Diem. Although they were poorly preserved, the bioanthropological study has indicated that most burials were primary inhumations (Figure 19.8). Multiple individuals in a jar usually consisted of a single adult and one or more infants. The adult was the primary interment, but the timing for the introduction, either with the adult of after, remains unclear.

Skeletal preservation, specific observations, and morphological data including cranial and dental measurements and nonmetric dental traits were presented in the excavation report (Matsumura and Nguyen 2013). Previous work cited in this report included preliminary comparative analyses in order to identify the craniometric affinities of the Hoa Diem populations using geographically broad population samples across Southeast/Northeast Asia and the Circum-Pacific regions. The initial study broadly showed affinities between the Hoa Diem population and some groups in Island Southeast Asia.

Here we present the results of a more substantial analysis using alternative methods applied to datasets that include newly recorded samples from the Southeast Asian region. The comparative archaeological samples are listed in Table 19.1.

Figure 19.9 presents the results from the neighbor-net split analysis (software provided by Huson and Bryant 2006) applied to distances of the Q-mode correlation coefficients based on 16 cranial measurements (Martin’s method number: M1, M8, M9, M17, M43[1], M43c, M45, M46b, M46c, M48, M51, M52, M54, M55, M57, M57a). The network diagram resulting from neighbor-net split analysis branches into two major clusters at the top left and bottom right. These include: (1) East Asians and many Southeast Asians ranging from Late Neolithic to modern times; and (2) Australo-Melanesians and early Holocene Southeast Asians including the Hoabinhian and Early Neolithic series.

The jar burial assemblage with Kalanay-type pottery vessels of Hoa Diem 1 dates from the second to third century AD, corresponding with the period just after the decline of Sa Huynh culture. A C\(^{14}\) determination on a human tooth from a jar burial of Hoa Diem 1 produced a calibrated age (2\(\alpha\)) of 1910–1898 cal. BP (2.2 per cent) and 1877–1757 cal. BP (93.2 per cent; IAAA-101437). Another C\(^{14}\) determination on a human tooth from an extended burial at Hoa Diem 2 produced a calibrated age (2\(\alpha\)) of 2200–1951 cal. BP (95.4 per cent; IAAA-100714).

In the network tree depicted in Figure 19.9, Hoa Diem 1 (from the jar-burial group, Figure 19.8) was branched with the inhabitants of Taiwan (Bunun), Sumatra, and the Moluccas Islands, as well as other Southeast Asians including modern Cambodians, Laotians, Thais, Filipinos and
Southern Chinese. Hoa Diem 2 (one of the burials in extended position, see Figure 19.8), groups with Semang Negritos, and is relatively close to the second cluster consisting of the Australo-Melanesian and Hoabinhian samples.

Previous morphometric analyses (e.g. Matsumura and Oxenham 2014) demonstrate an apparent genetic discontinuity between pre- and post-Neolithic populations. Events occurring during the Neolithic were apparently pivotal in terms of the micro-evolutionary history of Southeast Asia. The network tree diagrams in those analyses exhibit close affinities between pre-Neolithic Hoabinhian and Australo-Melanesian samples on the one hand, and a northern source for contemporary Southeast Asians on the other. This suggests that pre-Neolithic foragers descended from the first occupants of Southeast Asia, sharing common ancestry with present-day Australian Aboriginal and Melanesian people.

Figure 19.8 Extended burial and skull at Hoa Diem 2 (Burial No. 10HD2M1) and inhumation jar burial and skull at Hoa Diem 1 (Burial No. 10HD1H3M4).

Source: H. Matsumura.

Regarding the origin of Neolithic to post-Neolithic populations in Southeast Asia, it was widely believed they arose through a greater or lesser degree of genetic exchange between the early indigenous populations and immigrants from East Asia. Demographic transition leading to such genetic exchange was hypothetically ascribed to large-scale integration with a population-language-agriculture dispersal package originating from East Asia (e.g. Bellwood, 1997, 2005; Glover and Higham 1996; Higham 1998, 2002), ultimately contributing to the post Neolithic Southeast Asian phenotype. In terms of the Austronesian-language family, as mentioned above, linguistic and archaeological considerations suggest that Taiwan was the ultimate source of these linguistic and population dispersals (Bellwood, 1997, 2005). The Taiwan émigrés intermixed with the indigenous Australo-Melanesian stock as they diffused through Southeast Asia. The human skeleton from the Hoa Diem 2 site, which was previously buried in an extended position, may still preserve genetic traits of the early indigenous population, which perhaps implies an origin from somewhere in Island Southeast Asia. Be that as it may, the closer affinity of later jar-burial people (Hoa Diem 1) to insular Southeast Asian groups suggests an Iron Age colonisation from the Philippines across the South China Sea.
Table 19.1 Comparative population samples prehistoric of prehistoric date.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>★ Pre-Neolithic Samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liujinag</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Late Pleistocene</td>
<td>Individual, Site in Guangxi Prov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang Gao</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Hoabinhian (ca. 7000 BP)</td>
<td>Averages of two individuals (nos 17 and 19), Site in Hoa Binh Prov., N Vietnam (Cuong 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang Bon</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Hoabinhian (ca. 8000 BP)</td>
<td>Individual, Site in Thanh Hoa Prov., N Vietnam (Cuong 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mai Da Nuoc</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Hoabinhian (ca. 8000 BP)</td>
<td>Individual, in Thanh Hoa Prov., N Vietnam (Cuong 1986, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoabinhian (average)</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Hoabinhian (ca. 11000-8000 BP)</td>
<td>6 specimens including fragmental remains from above 4 sites and 1 from Mai Da Dieu site in Thanh Hoa Prov. (Cuong 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bac Son</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Epi-Hoabinhian (ca. 8000-7000 BP)</td>
<td>Sites of Pho Binh Gia, Cua Git, Lang Cuom, and Dong Thuoc in N Vietnam (Mansuy and Colani 1925)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con Co Ngua</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Da But Culture (ca. 6000 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Thanh Hoa Prov., N Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gua Cha</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Hoabinhian (ca. 8000-6000 BP)</td>
<td>Individual Sample No. H12, Site in Kelantan Prov. (Sieveking 1954)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tam Hang</td>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>Early Holocene</td>
<td>Hua Pan Province, N Laos (Mansuy and Colani 1925; Huard and Sauvin 1938; Demeter et al. 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zengpiyan</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Mesolithic (ca. 8000 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Guangxi Prov. (IACAS et al. 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◆ Neolithic Samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man Bac</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Late Neolithic (ca. 3800-3500 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Ninh Binh Prov., N Vietnam (Oxenham et al. 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Son</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Late Neolithic (ca. 3800 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Long An Prov., S Vietnam (Nishimura and Dung 2002; Cuong 2006; Bellwood et al. 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ban Chiang</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Neolithic-Bronze Age (ca. 3500-1800 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Udon Thani Prov. (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976; Pietrusewsky and Douglas 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Nok Tha</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Neolithic-Bronze Age (ca. 3500-3000 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Khok Keen Prov. (Bayard 1971)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weidun</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Neolithic (ca. 7000-5000 BP, Majabang Culture)</td>
<td>Sites in Jiangsu Prov. Central China (Nakahashi and Li 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baikal</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>Neolithic (ca. 8000-4000 BP)</td>
<td>Lake Baikal (Debets 1951)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jomon</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Neolithic (ca. 5000-2300 BP)</td>
<td>Over almost the entire Japanese archipelago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Bronze–Iron Age Samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyang</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Yin (Shan) Period (ca. 3500-3027 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Henan Prov. Central China (HIA and CASS 1982)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giong Ca Vo</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Iron Age (ca. 2300-2000 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Ho Chi Minh (Dang and Vu 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go O Chua</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Iron Age (ca. 2300-2000 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Long An Prov., S Vietnam (Francken and Wahl 2010; Cuong in press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoa Diem</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Iron Age (Hoa Diem 2 = ca. 150 BP, Hoa Diem 1 = ca. 2000-1700 BP)</td>
<td>Site of Hoa Diem in Khanh Hoa Prov., Central Vietnam (Yamagata et al. 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Son</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Dong Son Period (ca. 3000-1700 BP)</td>
<td>Sites of Dong Son Culture in N Vietnam (Cuong 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phum Snay</td>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Iron Age (ca. 2350-1800 BP)</td>
<td>Site in Preah Neat Orey District, W Cambodia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yayoi</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Yayoi Period (ca. 2800-1700 BP)</td>
<td>Sites of Doigahama, Nakanohama, Kanenkukuma and others in Northern Kyushu and Yamaguchi Districts, W Japan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: H. Matsumura.
Conclusions
This paper reassessed the definition of the ‘Sa Huynh’ culture that is currently unclear due to the considerable variation displayed in cultural assemblages by locality. It has refined the definition of what should be considered as part of the ‘Sa Huynh’ cultural repertoire in response to the continuing ambiguity in the spatial, temporal and material culture parameters of the tradition. The most specific and typical characteristic of the Sa Huynh culture is its mortuary practice using cylindrical or egg-shaped burial jars associated with hat-shaped lids. If adopted, this basic definition of the special distribution of Sa Huynh should be restricted to the geographic region across Central Vietnam between Hue City in the north and Nha Trang City in the south. The Sa Huynh culture emerged in the fourth or third century BC and declined at the end of the first century AD. Tra Kieu, the ancient capital of Linyi (Champa) subsequently emerged in the second century AD.

Solheim proposed a ‘Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition’ in his extensive hypothesis of the Nusantao Maritime Trade and Communication Networks. However, our study demonstrates substantial dissimilarity between the Sa Huynh and Kalanay pottery assemblages. On the other hand, our excavations of the Hoa Diem site in Khanh Hoa Province, Central Vietnam, unearthed...
large numbers of burial jars and funeral pottery vessels that are strikingly similar to pottery from Kalanay in the Philippines and Samui Island in Thailand – all of which is quite different from Sa Huynh pottery. The date of jar burials with Kalanay type pottery at Hoa Diem is estimated to be in the second and third centuries AD (Iron Age) and thus postdates the Sa Huynh culture. Bio-anthropological analysis using craniometric data also suggests a close affinity of the jar-burial people at Hoa Diem to insular Southeast Asians, including populations from Taiwan, Sumatra, Java and the Philippines. This finding confirms the view that the Hoa Diem site marks a colonisation of Austronesian speakers, who migrated from somewhere in ISEA across the South China Sea and settled in Central Vietnam during the Iron Age.
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